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sea may have stood against the present coast line, it must 
have stood for a considerably longer period against the an
cient one. The latter presents generally marks of greater at
trition than the IPOdern line, and its wave-hollowed caves are 
of a depth considerably more profound. In deter1nining, on 
an extensive tract of coast, the average profundity of both 
classes of caverns from a considerable number of eacl1, I as
C'frtained that tl1e proportional average deptl1 of tl1e modern 
to the ancient is as two to three. For every t\vo centuries, 

then, during which the waves have been scooping out the caves 
of the present coast line, they must have been engaged for three 
centuries in scooping out those of the old one. But we kno'v 
l~Jistorically, that for at least twenty centul'ies the sea has been 
toiling in tl1ese modern caves; and 'vho shall dare affirm 
that it has not been toiling in them for at least ten centuries 
more~ Bnt if the sea has stood for but even t'vo thousand six 
hundred years against the present coast line (and no geologist 
would dare fix hi::; estimate lower), then must it l1ave stood 
against the old line, ere it could have excavated caves one
third deeper, three thousand nine hundred yeat·s. And both 
periocls united (six thousand five hundred yea1'S) more than 
exhaust the Hebrew chronology. Yetwhatamere beginning 
of geologic history does not the epoch of the old coast line form! 
It is but a mere starting point from the recent period. Not 
a single shell seems to have become extinct during the last 
six thousand five hundred years ! The shells which lie em
bedded in the subsoils beneath the old coast line are exact
ly those which still live in our seas. 

Above this ancient line of coast we :find, at various heights, 
beds of shells of vastly older date than those of the low-lying 
terrace, and many of which are no longer to be found living 
around our shores. I spent some time last autumn in ex
ploring one of these beds, once a sea-bottom, but now 1·aised 
two hundred and thirty feet over the sea, in which there oc-
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